
License Tiers in Prism 

(Last updated on Aug 18. 2020) 
 

 Starter Pro Ultimate 

 HCI Management Infrastructure 

AIOps 

IT Service 

AIOps 

Nutanix HCI Management    

Infrastructure management ✅ ✅ ✅ 

Monitoring & troubleshooting ✅ ✅ ✅ 

Enterprise AuthN + RBAC ✅ ✅ ✅ 

1-click upgrades via LCM ✅ ✅ ✅ 

Comprehensive search ✅ ✅ ✅ 

Operational Insights    

Customizable dashboard  ✅ ✅ 

Reporting  ✅ ✅ 

Application discovery (new)   ✅ 

Automated Optimization    

Capacity forecast  ✅ ✅ 

VM Inefficiency detection and right-sizing  ✅ ✅ 

Just-in-time planning  ✅ ✅ 

Proactive Remediation    

Anomaly detection  ✅ ✅ 

Advanced troubleshooting  ✅ ✅ 

Monitoring for non-AOS virtual infrastructure (new)  ✅ ✅ 

Application monitoring (*) (new)   ✅ 

Smart Automation    

Low-code/no-code operations automation  ✅ ✅ 

Cost Management for Nutanix (**)    

Cost metering for resources (new)   ✅ 

Budgeting and chargeback (new)   ✅ 

Content Pack    

SQL Server monitoring (new)   Included 

 
Note: 

*   Enabled through the content pack.  

** Powered by the Xi Beam engine. The features in the initial release are equivalent to those provided by Beam for 

On-Prem.  

 
  

 



 
Feature Description 
 

Nutanix HCI Management 

 

Infrastructure management Manage physical and virtual infrastructure and associated services. 

Monitoring and troubleshooting Monitor key metrics of infrastructure and enable analysis for troubleshooting. 

Enterprise AuthN + RBAC Industry-standard authentication and fine-grained RBAC on infrastructure. 

1-click upgrades via LCM Easy full-stack upgrades of all components via Life Cycle Manager (LCM). 

Comprehensive search Search across infrastructure and activity for quick access to what you are looking for. 

 

Operational Insights 

Customizable dashboard Enable customers and partners to customize how they consume machine intelligence. 

Reporting Report the intelligence through human-readable PDF or machine-readable CSV. 

Application discovery Discover the application and its dependency automatically. 

 

Automated Optimization 

Capacity forecast Forecast capacity shortage and create actionable signals based on machine learning. 

VM inefficiency detection and right-sizing Detect resource inefficiency and enable right-sizing governed by your ops process. 

Just-in-time planning Recommend a capacity expansion plan that fits business growth. 

 

Proactive Remediation 

Anomaly detection Detect performance anomaly and provide early warning using machine learning 

Advanced troubleshooting Enable quick and collaborative troubleshooting 

Monitoring for non-AOS Virtual infrastructure  Monitor VMware virtualized environment from non-Nutanix infrastructure. 

Application monitoring Enable observability of the app to provide a full-stack view. Requires the content pack. 

 

Smart Automation 

Low-code/no-code operations automation Empower IT team to automate daily operations with ease and confidence. 

 

Cost Management for Nutanix 

Cost metering for resources Provide TCO-based cost visibility for all Nutanix environments.  

Budgeting and chargeback Provide financial governance of spending by business entities/cost centers by policies. 

 

Content Pack 

SQL Server monitoring Provide observability for key performance metrics in Microsoft SQL Server in Prism. 

 

 

 


